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British Flyball Association 

Annual General Meeting 

 

Saturday 25th April 2020 

Via Zoom Webinar due to COVID-19 restrictions. 

 

Discussion Summary 

This summary is to enable members who did not attend the AGM to 

have an insight into the discussions surrounding the proposals. Please 

note that NINE proposals were amended during the course of the 

AGM, these are highlighted in yellow.   

All proposals are listed in rule number order 
 

Constitution 
 

Proposal 1 

5.3 – Submitted by the BFA Committee 

Impact on Proposal 34 relating to Appendix 1 to be considered. 
 

5.3 The Committee will appoint, either from its Officers or the BFA membership, the following 
who will report to the Committee as and when required and whose appointment the 
Committee can terminate, with due cause:  
• Records and Statistics REMOVE: Coordinator ADD: Team 

• Webmaster  
• Membership Secretary  

• REMOVE: Regional Representative Coordinator and Regional Representatives  

• REMOVE: Tournament ADD: Show Secretary  

• Media Team  

• REMOVE: Lights Coordinator  

• Judges Board  
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• Awards Secretary  

• Height Card Administrator  

• Veterinary REMOVE: Advisor ADD: Team 

• Accessibility Advisor  
 

Explanation: Tidy up of official roles to reflect recent re-organisation (the relevant appendix will 
be updated accordingly). 
 

Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread and no comments made at 

AGM 

Rules of Flyball Racing 

A1 Sanctioned Tournaments 
 

Proposal 2 

A.1.1.4 – Submitted by the BFA Committee  
 
A.1.1.4 REMOVE: When two one-day sanctioned tournaments are held at the same venue on 
the same weekend, teams and dogs may only enter Saturday OR Sunday, regardless of whether 
the tournament organisers are different on each day. This must be stated on the Tournament 
Schedule. The only exception to this is where the Committee are approached and approve 
tournaments being hosted in areas of growth (e.g. Isle of Man, Ireland, etc.) 
ADD: A dog may not be entered in more than one open sanctioned tournament on the same 
weekend. A dog may be entered into an open sanctioned tournament and a sanctioned 
multibreed tournament on the same weekend, but not the same day (see rule A.2.5.2). 

Explanation:  Current rule allows dogs to be raced at 2 sanctioned tournaments on the same 

weekend as long as they are not at the same venue. This means a dog could race in 3 sanctioned 

competitions in one weekend (open at venue A Saturday, open at venue B Sunday, multibreed 

at either venue A or B Bank-Holiday Monday). This change prevents excessive competition but 

allows for the continued entry for multibreed on the limited occasions that multibreed 

competitions are put on. 

 

Discussion: one question about why not reduce to once per weekend on BFAMO discussion thread 

and this would make people choose between open and multibreed.  If starters and pairs is voted 

in as sanctioned it would need discussing how this would also fit into this rule.  No comments 

made at AGM 

Proposal 3 

A.1.2.4 - Submitted by the BFA Committee 
 

A.1.2.4 Trophies - The Tournament Organiser is responsible for REMOVE: acquiring trophies, 
rosettes and if applicable cash prizes, setting up the trophy table and putting together a list of 
trophies, prizes and presentations ADD: the provision of any trophies, rosettes and/or prizes at 
their show, and for arranging an appropriate presentation on conclusion of racing. Flyball is a 
community as well as a sport, and all members are strongly encouraged to attend tournament 
presentations to show their appreciation and support for their fellow competitors and the 
efforts of the Tournament Organiser. 
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Explanation: A rule instructing TOs to set up tables and make lists seems excessively directive. A 
simplified rule, making it clear that a presentation is to be arranged and adding a little about 
sporting ethos and the spirit of flyball. 
 

Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread and no comments made at 

AGM 

Proposal 4 

A.1.3.1 - Submitted by the BFA Committee  
 

A.1.3.1 A Tournament schedule for all Open or Limited Sanctioned Tournaments should be 
submitted REMOVE: in word format to the BFA Show Secretary for approval, prior to 
distribution, no later than 7 days prior to the schedule release of the Tournament. 
 

Explanation: There is no logic or requirement to the direction that the schedule must be in 

Word format. 

 

Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread and no comments made at 

AGM 

Proposal 5 

A.1.3.2 - Submitted by the BFA Committee  
 

A.1.3.2 All schedules for BFA Sanctioned Tournaments will be available to download from the 
BFA Diary on the website. For Limited Tournaments advance warning must be posted REMOVE: 
on the Web-board giving the date on which the schedule will be available. REMOVE (ONLY IF 
A.1.3.5 Committee Proposal is approved): This must be after the last post collection for that day 
to give all teams an equal chance to enter. Tournament Organisers may choose to permit 
electronic entries provided they do not disadvantage postal entries in the process. In particular 
this means that any electronic entries which arrive before the first postal entries will be treated 
as if they had arrived at the same time as the postal entries. 
 

New Rule reads: All schedules for BFA Sanctioned Tournaments will be available to download 
from the BFA Diary on the website. For Limited Tournaments advance warning must be posted 
giving the date on which the schedule will be available. 
 

Explanation: Direction to use ‘web-board’ is unclear. If it is referring to the Forum this is an out-
dated tool with limited utility. Instruction to simply ‘post’ should be clear enough. It is in the 
TO’s interest to ensure their show is adequately advertised, so specific direction on where and 
how to post is probably unnecessary.  The reference to postal entries is extremely dated. This 
current rule makes receiving tournament entries and providing feedback to teams an inefficient 
process. Removal does not stop people entering by post should they wish, but it is unclear why 
anyone would need to do this anyway. 
 
Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread and no comments made at 

AGM 

 

Proposal 6 

A.1.3.3 – Submitted by the BFA Committee  
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A.1.3.3 REMOVE: All Entry Forms must be submitted direct to the BFA Registered Host Team of a 
BFA Sanctioned Tournament entries should include an accompanying cheque, or where the 
Tournament Organiser has allowed payment by direct bank transfer, this must made within the 
time limit specified on the entry form. N.B. All queries should be directed to the Tournament 
Organiser in the first instance ADD: All entry forms must be submitted directly to the 
Tournament Organiser as detailed on the schedule. Entries are only valid on completion of the 
appropriate payment to the Tournament Organiser. 
 

Explanation: Cheque is an extremely outdated mode of payment and does not need to be 
specifically referenced. Removal does not prevent payment by cheque but this simply updates 
the rule to state that entry is not confirmed until payment is made. This will also allow TOs to 
replace teams that have not paid with those on the reserve list as required to ensure they have 
sufficient funds coming in in good time so they can put on the show without taking personal 
financial risk. 
 
Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread and no comments made at 

AGM 

Proposal 7 

A.1.3.5 – Submitted by the BFA Committee  
Impact of Proposal 8 – A.1.3.5 proposed by Dave Anderson should also be considered 
 

A.1.3.5 REMOVE: As soon as the Tournament is full all further applications may be placed on a 
reserve list and the Host Team must advise all Teams immediately of the status of their entry. All 
entries are to be taken strictly on date of receipt. If a tournament is oversubscribed a draw will 
be made of all entry forms received on the same day. If a tournament is over-subscribed after 
the first available post for postal entries, electronic entries already received will not be given 
precedence over postal entries and will be included in any draw required.  
 

ADD: Tournament organisers should register all entries for a period of 72 hours after the 
schedule release split into two parts: 
 

First 24 hours 

a. If the tournament is oversubscribed after 24 hours a draw will be done on all 
entries received at that point.   The unsuccessful teams will be put on a reserve list. 
b. If the tournament is not oversubscribed at this time all entries received with the 
24 hour period will have gained entry to the tournament.  

 
Following 48 hours 

a. If the tournament was oversubscribed after 24 hours then all entries during this 
time will be put on the reserve list. 
b. If the tournament was not oversubscribed after 24 hours.  The Tournament 
Organiser will calculate the remaining availability and will do a draw of all entries 
received during this 48 hour period to achieve the tournament limit.  Any unsuccessful 
teams will be put on a reserve list. 

 

The Tournament Organiser has the right to ensure the show entries allow for adequate 
provision of the support needed for the tournament to function – including Head Judges, 
Judges, lights custodians and Measuring Officials. 
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Explanation: ‘Day’ of receipt, rather than time of receipt allows a 24hr period to accommodate 
shift workers responsible for their team entries. If someone still wishes to enter by post, there is 
no reason why they couldn’t e-mail, message, or phone the TO to make them aware of their 
entry so it can be considered in advance of the postal service delivering the message. The 
current rules about a draw could mean that a TO does not have sufficient MOs, DJs, HJ, lights 
custodian to properly run the show. It takes a lot of administrative effort to put on a sanctioned 
show and a TO should be allowed to ensure they are adequately supported. As a secondary 
consequence, this might also encourage more people to volunteer to support the running of the 
sport, as we are often short of measuring officials and judges, and sometimes light custodians 
have to drive along way to provide lights for shows they aren’t even racing at as we are short of 
lights custodians as well. 
 

Discussion: comments on BFAMO surrounding proposal 8 as well and what if not enough officials 

after first 24 hours and oversubscribed.  Advised to contact Judges Board as currently.  No 

comments at AGM. 

Proposal 8 

A.1.3.5 – Submitted by Dave Anderson (BFA Number 5034) 
Impact of Proposal 7 – A.1.3.5 proposed by BFA Committee should also be considered 
 

A.1.3.5 As soon as the Tournament is full all further applications may be placed on a reserve list 
and the Host Team must advise all Teams immediately of the status of their entry. All entries are 
to be taken strictly on date of receipt. If a tournament is oversubscribed a draw will be made of 
all entry forms received on the same day. If a tournament is over-subscribed after the first 
available post for postal entries, electronic entries already received will not be given precedence 
over postal entries and will be included in any draw required.  ADD: Any teams that failed to 
enter via the entry draw for the previous tournament should gain automatic entry in the 
following tournament held by the same tournament organiser at the same venue.  This is limited 
to the next consecutive tournament and not any subsequent ones thereafter. 
 

Explanation: At small tournaments, particularly in winter, it is very often the same teams which 
support the tournament it seems very unfair that the same team could continually be excluded 
just because they are unlucky in the draw. If this change is made it will at least give teams a fair 
share. 
 

If Proposals 7 and 8 are both successful then rule A.1.3.5 will read as follows: 
A.1.3.5 Tournament organisers should register all entries for a period of 72 hours after the 
schedule release split into two parts: 
 

First 24 hours 

a) If the tournament is oversubscribed after 24 hours a draw will be done on all entries 
received at that point.   The unsuccessful teams will be put on a reserve list. 
b) If the tournament is not oversubscribed at this time all entries received with the 24 hour 
period will have gained entry to the tournament.  
 

Following 48 hours 

a) If the tournament was oversubscribed after 24 hours then all entries during this time will 
be put on the reserve list. 
b) If the tournament was not oversubscribed after 24 hours.  The Tournament Organiser will 
calculate the remaining availability and will do a draw of all entries received during this 48 hour 
period to achieve the tournament limit.  Any unsuccessful teams will be put on a reserve list. 
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The Tournament Organiser has the right to ensure the show entries allow for adequate provision 
of the support needed for the tournament to function – including Head Judge’s, Judges, lights 
custodians and Measuring Officials. 
 

Any teams that failed to enter via the entry draw for the previous tournament should gain 
automatic entry in the following tournament held by the same tournament organiser at the 
same venue.  This is limited to the next consecutive tournament and not any subsequent ones 
thereafter. 
 

Discussion: Discussion on BFAMO surrounded  concerns about a time limit and how long a team 

could hold their ‘wild card’ for, especially those teams who only host one tournament a year.  Also 

that the guaranteed entries at next show may not provide enough officials to run the show, only 

really works for teams who host a series of tournaments such as Scorton, Newark, Maidstone.  

Mentioned about BFA support for teams who are potential hosts (equipment etc). 

At AGM – Dave Anderson had already considered an amendment following the points raised on 

BFAMO, regarding a time limit.  On the day questions submitted around time limit, teams being 

limited to number of teams entered, considerations about whether just to apply in winter season.  

Points clarified included those around it must be the same TO and venue.  Valid point made about 

this only being for teams who were included in the first draw (so if proposal 7 is passed they must 

have entered in time to be included in the draw, not enter late and then get automatic entry).  

Also discussed if proposal 7 passed would need to consider ensuring all officials available to run 

tournament.   

Amended proposal:  add in time limit of 3 months 

A.1.3.5 As soon as the Tournament is full all further applications may be placed on a reserve list 
and the Host Team must advise all Teams immediately of the status of their entry. All entries are 
to be taken strictly on date of receipt. If a tournament is oversubscribed a draw will be made of 
all entry forms received on the same day. If a tournament is over-subscribed after the first 
available post for postal entries, electronic entries already received will not be given precedence 
over postal entries and will be included in any draw required.  ADD: Any teams that failed to 
gain entry via the entry draw for the previous tournament should gain automatic entry in the 
following tournament held by the same tournament organiser at the same venue.  This is limited 
to the next consecutive tournament, within three months, and not any subsequent ones 
thereafter. 
Vote on day for amendment Yes 97%, No 3% 
 

Proposal 9 

A.1.3.6 – Submitted by BFA Committee  
 

A.1.3.6  REMOVE: All teams on each entry form pulled out will be allocated a place until the 
tournament is full (please contact the Show Secretary for clarification, if required.) At the closing 
date for entries the Tournament Organiser must appoint a Tournament Head Judge. If this is not 
possible they must contact the BFA Show Secretary immediately. Prize money for any one team 
may not exceed £100 per event per day. In addition, a host or sponsor may offer expense 
money provided the same is distributed fairly among all participating teams based on actual 
expense.  ADD: Tournament Organisers are encouraged to engage with appropriate sponsors for 
the provision of prizes but BFA flyball is an amateur sport and, as such, TOs are not to issue cash 
prizes at BFA sanctioned competitions without prior authorisation from the Committee. Flyball 
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is a family sport and, as such, any sponsorship arrangements must comply with the BFA Code of 
Ethics. 
 

Explanation: The draw is covered in Rule 3.5. The Head Judge part is a repeat of Rule 4.11 (and 
the Show Secretary does not appoint, the Judges Board does), so these have been deleted. The 
£100 cash limit makes no sense, and the rest of it has no relevance; the new wording makes it 
clear that this is an amateur sport. It reflects that the BFA support clubs getting prizes to attract 
people to their show, but large sums of cash would change the nature of the sport and whilst 
sponsors are encouraged we need a line when it comes to decency (tobacco, gambling, sex 
industry) as we like to encourage and protect the younger members 
 

Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread and no comments made at 

AGM.   

Proposal 10 

A.1.4.2 – Submitted by BFA Committee  
 

A.1.4.2 REMOVE: Divisions - If the host Team elects to offer divisions, teams should be placed in 
each division based on times. Teams may submit times for seeding purposes ADD: Teams are to 
be placed in divisions based on current seed time; teams may declare a time for seeding 
purposes - otherwise the current BFA seeding will be used. There shall be no less than 5 teams 
and no more than 7 teams in each division. 
Explanation: Change of wording to make it clearer. Tournament Organisers can't offer anything 
else other than divisions for open racing. 
 
Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread and no comments made at 

AGM 

Proposal 11 

A.1.4.9 and A.1.4.10 – Submitted by BFA Committee  
 

A.1.4.9 REMOVE: If the Records and Statistics Coordinator is present at the Tournament, the 
original Time Sheets (BFA Form C.2), and Tournament Results form (BFA Form C.6) should be 
handed to them at the time. If these documents are not handed over and prior to posting, 
photocopies should be taken whenever possible and retained by the Tournament Organiser. 
Advance Results should be emailed as soon as possible after the tournament ends so that the 
seed list can be updated. Otherwise, following the Tournament, the Organiser must post the 
original Time Sheets and Tournament Results form to the Records and Statistics Coordinator 
within 2 days to ensure that the latter is in receipt of the same within 7 days after the 
Tournament. Jump Height form(s) (BFA Form C.9) to be forwarded to the Height Card Co-
ordinator via either post or email. Any protests and or reports should be forwarded to the BFA 
Secretary within 7 days.  ADD: Tournament Organisers are responsible for electronically 
submitting BFA Form C2 (Time Sheets) and BFA Form C6 (Tournament Results) to the BFA 
Records and Statistics Team within 48hrs of the last day of the tournament. The Form C6 is also 
to be sent to the BFA Treasurer within 48 hrs. Advance results should be e-mailed as soon as 
practicable on conclusion of racing (but no later than 48hrs) so the seed list can be updated. 
Copies of the Forms C2 and C6 should be retained by the Tournament Organiser until such time 
as the results and points from the tournament are updated and available for viewing by the 
membership on the BFA website. BFA Form C9 (Jump Heights) are to be sent to the BFA Height 
Card Coordinator and any other reporting (as required) sent to the BFA Secretary electronically 
within 48hrs of the last day of the tournament. 
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DELETE IN TOTAL: A.1.4.10 The Records and Statistics Co-ordinator will advise the Treasurer if 
the Organiser has failed to meet the 7-day deadline. The Organiser is to forward a copy of 
Tournament Results form (BFA Form C.6) together with payment for the Race Registration fees 
of * per team per class for all teams entered, including those running Not for Competition (NFC), 
to the Treasurer by the same 7 day deadline. After the 7 days the Treasurer shall assess the 
Organiser’s liability for a £25 late penalty. * Current fees will be shown on C.6 form. 
 

Explanation: There is no need for 2 separate rules for these issues, so they have been 
combined. They are both out of date with regards to how these forms are being handled and 
the process could be a lot more efficient. Photocopying and posting hard copies of these forms 
is inefficient, introduces more effort than is required and induces unnecessary delay. There is no 
reason why these forms cannot be photographed or scanned on the day of the tournament and 
e-mailed to the relevant officials so that processing can start to take place immediately. Late 
payments are rare and the £25 late fee somewhat draconian, the Committee will by default take 
responsibility for addressing any future late payments. 
 

Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread.   

At AGM discussion about whether a time limit need to be set for retaining hard copy, discussed as 

once scanned and all data inputted the TO would be aware that paperwork received.  Anything 

illegible and a better copy can be requested from TO.  Mention about TC address so would need to 

be appropriately destroyed but this is no longer on C2.  TO should be informed when paperwork 

received was suggested.  Signatures been on C2s so need destroying – this doesn’t need to be a 

rule as anyone handling paperwork with sensitive info should destroy appropriately.  Discussion 

about removing signatures from C2 as concerns around security – agreed to remove from C2 but 

no rule required to do so. (was originally suggested due to numerous queries re: point etc) 

Concern about having to take photos of over 100 C2s – advised can scan in a batch or take photos. 

Proposal 12 

A.1.4.11 – Submitted by BFA Committee  
 

A.1.4.11 REMOVE: The Tournament sanctioned by the BFA must use a BFA approved 
Tournament Head Judge, who should be a current member of either the BFA or other 
International Flyball body recognised by the BFA. The Tournament Head Judge should not be a 
member of the Host Team. The BFA will assist the Tournament Organiser by either training or 
making available a Tournament Head Judge.  ADD: A tournament sanctioned by the BFA must be 
overseen by a BFA approved Head Judge (who should not be from the host team); if the 
Tournament Organiser is unable to appoint a Head Judge they are to contact the BFA Judges 
Board who will make appropriate arrangements. 
 

Explanation: A simple re-wording and clearer direction on what a Tournament Organiser should 
do in the event of any difficulty appointing a Head Judge. 

 

Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread  

At AGM – question regarding why HJ from host team can’t be used.  Discussion that Judges Board 

may consider this but also need to consider needing second opinion, tournament host team are 

often busy and need other perspective. 
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Proposal 13  

A.1.5.4, A.2.5.2, E4 – Submitted by Reece Marsland (BFA Number 3940) 
 

A.1.5.4 REMOVE: Other classes offered may include Multi-breed, Veterans, Novice etc. and 
various ‘Fun Classes’. 
ADD: Sanctioned classes are: 
Open 

Multi-Breed 

Singles 

Pairs 
 

Other Unsanctioned classes may include: 
various ‘Fun Classes’ 
Starters 
Intermediates  
etc.  
 

A.2.5.2 Dogs may not be entered for racing in more than one team at an open/multi-breed BFA 
Sanctioned Tournament. Dogs may not take part in ADD: singles, pairs, starters, intermediate or 
fun events on the same day as they are entered in open/multi-breed.  
 
 
Please note teams registered as Open teams may only compete in Open competitions. Teams 

registered as Multi-breed teams may only compete in Multi-breed competitions. Use of any team 
for a class of racing other than for that which it is registered will result in the loss of all points, 
times and placing for the competition(s) where it has been used out of class. 
 

INSERT (and renumber subsequent sections): A.2.5.9 

No points will be gained toward certificate Awards for singles and pairs.   Singles is run over the 
height selected by the handler. Pairs is run over the jump height of the smallest dog.  The 
tournament organiser should decide a sensible format based on the tournament schedule.  
Some possible formats include: 

• Divisions of 4 dogs, best of 3 heats, most race wins sets placing 

• Divisions of 3 dogs, run all 3 heats, most heat wins sets placing 

• Divisions of 6 dogs, 3 races of 3 heats, fastest time sets divisional placing 
 

 

 

POINTS AND AWARDS 

E.4. Annual awards 

INSERT: 4.4 Breed specific singles awards - Awarded to the dog in each breed category that has 
run the fastest time from 1st January to 31st December exclusively in Sanctioned Singles 
competitions. This will be awarded to first place only.  
 

4.5 Pairs awards - Awarded to the team that has run the fastest time from 1st January to 31st 
December exclusively in Sanctioned Pairs competitions. This will be awarded up to third place. 
 

Explanation: To add singles and pairs as officially supported formats by the BFA. Singles and 
Pairs would open up some exciting opportunities and achievements for members: 

• Pairs + Singles naturally require fewer team members and dogs to compete and 
therefore reduce the barrier to people playing flyball; 
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• With the proposed number of heats it’s possible you could run in either of the formats 
purely in the morning or afternoon - again reducing the barrier to people playing flyball - 
entire days aren’t always possible for some people; 

• Identifying the best in class of each breed and celebrate them at the end of each year 
with an award like we do for the top open and multi-breed teams. E.g.: Bob- Fastest 
Cocker Spaniel - 2019 Season - 4.29. 

• Similar to the points awards, a badge will be displayed on the dogs profile on the BFA 
website showing the achievement. E.G: 1st Labrador 2019 Season, 3rd Pairs 2019 Season 
etc. 

• A different league table for people to compete in regularly rather than just open; and 

• Tournament organisers can offer the format to supplement open/multi-breed racing 
helping to recoup the costs of hosting and help keep tournaments viable with lower 
entries. 

 

Discussion: comments made on BFAMO revolved around it being introduced as a sanctioned 

format, if it was an appendix most of these problems would not occur.  Concerns over managing 

the amount of racing a dog does over a weekend.  Concerns about extending the racing day and a 

TOs capacity to host different formats, but the idea is it fits into spare capacity, but if it’s 

sanctioned a TO has to schedule it in before taking entries to their show.  Problems with hosting 

and maintaining an up to date seed list, not just managing this but how relevant the times would 

be if people aren’t doing singles and pairs every weekend.  Fees would need to be determined, 

how much it costs to race this format and how TO needs to pay BFA.  There are significant costs 

and admin around providing awards for all breeds, there are over 250 breeds recognised by the 

BFA so potentially 250 additional awards to be paid for, organised and presented each year, this 

would be a significant cost. Singles height being selected by handler was raised as a concern for a 

lot of people for both fairness and dog welfare and it is difficult to reconcile both fairness and of 

safety on this one.  Having it as a sanctioned format is the biggest issue raised which can be 

overcome by submitting it as an appendix and class it as a fun event, which achieves everything 

Reece actually wants but without committing to all the awards and seed list maintenance 

 

At AGM – initial concern regarding conflict with rule regarding only racing once in a weekend.  

Proposer looking for guidance from committee about tournament fees.  Clarification that award 

would not be physical but a note on dog’s profile.  Similar discussion to that on BFAMO including 

how it would fit into racing day, would only being able to race on one day in a weekend affect 

uptake etc, choosing height for singles and discussion around dog welfare, don’t need to have a 

full team to enter a tournament as can do singles/pairs instead.  Possibly look at crossbreeds and 

splitting them up slightly into height categories.  Concern about finishing late but other rules limit 

races per ring per day so this is covered if singles and pairs become sanctioned. 

After long discussion and consideration of several amendments with Reece listening to discussion 

points from attending membership he agreed to below amendment to include singles and pairs as 

a sanctioned racing option and plan that if proposal carried then committee and proposer to look 

at appendix with guidance and rules to ensure clear to all and maintaining intention of proposal. 

A.1.5.4 REMOVE: Other classes offered may include Multi-breed, Veterans, Novice etc. and 
various ‘Fun Classes’. 
ADD: Sanctioned classes are: 
Open 

Multi-Breed 
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Singles 

Pairs 
 

Other Unsanctioned classes may include: 
various ‘Fun Classes’ 
Starters 
Intermediates  
etc.  
Rest of proposal removed and agreement for appendix to state details of implementation 

– to be discussed if proposal accepted. 

Amended proposal:  Vote on day for amendment Yes 82%, No 18% 

Proposal 14 

A.1.5.5 – Submitted by BFA Committee  
 

DELETE IN FULL: A.1.5.5 Tournament Duration Guidelines 

a. A 12-team round robin with 2 divisions would require 5 hours, but each team would only race 

5 times. 
b. A 12-team double elimination would require 3 hours and 50 minutes. Some teams would 

only race twice, while others would race 5 or 6 times. 
 

Explanation: There is no requirement in the rules for a description of how long a 12 team round 
robin or double elimination might take. 
 

Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread and no comments made at 

AGM 

Proposal 15 

A.1.5.6 – Submitted by BFA Committee  
 

A.1.5.6 Duration of Racing 

The Organiser shall not REMOVE: expect ADD: plan on more than 78 races per ring in any one 
day REMOVE:, including starters/intermediates, regardless of format ADD: without prior 
authorisation from the Committee. Sanctioned racing shall take precedence over fun 

events at all times. 
 

Explanation: Makes it clear what the race limit is in order to control the length of the racing day 
but also provides clarification on what a Tournament Organiser should do if they think they 
might need to breach the 78 race limit. 
 

Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread and no comments made at 

AGM 

A2 Rules for Competition 

 

Proposal 16 

A.2.2 – Submitted by BFA Committee  
Impact of Proposal 17 – A.2.2 proposed by Reece Marsland should also be considered 
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A.2.2 Membership 

Only BFA Members are allowed in the ring during the racing of open and multi-breed 
competitions.  
 

REMOVE: Alcohol is not permitted in the flyball ring during competitions. Smoking of tobacco 
products (including electronic/vaping type cigarettes) is not permitted within 15 feet of the 
flyball ring during competitions.  
 

Temporary membership may be offered to guests, following approval by the BFA Committee. 
 

INSERT New rule A.2.12 Alcohol is not permitted in the flyball ring during competitions. Smoking 
of tobacco products (including electronic/vaping type cigarettes) is not permitted within 15 feet 
of the flyball ring during competitions. 
 

Explanation: Having alcohol and tobacco restrictions under a section titled membership does 
not makes. This proposal simply separates the alcohol and tobacco issue from the membership 
rule, making it easier to find and reference. 
 

Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread.   

At AGM discussion around vaping and not all vapes are tobacco products, suggestions that vaping 

should not be allowed at all and some members suggested no vaping at presentation as well.  The 

committee agreed with this and amended the proposal accordingly 

A.2.2 Membership 

Only BFA Members are allowed in the ring during the racing of open and multi-breed 
competitions.  
 

REMOVE: Alcohol is not permitted in the flyball ring during competitions. Smoking of tobacco 
products (including electronic/vaping type cigarettes) is not permitted within 15 feet of the 
flyball ring during competitions.  
 

Temporary membership may be offered to guests, following approval by the BFA Committee. 
 

INSERT New rule A.2.12 Alcohol is not permitted in the flyball ring during competitions. Smoking 
and vaping is not permitted within 15 feet of the flyball ring during competitions, or at 
presentation. 
Amended proposal:  Vote on day for amendment Yes 97%, No 3% 

Proposal 17 

A.2.2 – Submitted by Reece Marsland (BFA Number 3940) 
Impact of Proposal 16 – A.2.2 proposed by BFA Committee should also be considered 
 

A.2.2 Membership 

Only BFA Members are allowed in the ring during the racing of REMOVE: open and multi-breed 
ADD: official competitions.  
 

Alcohol is not permitted in the flyball ring during competitions. Smoking of tobacco products 
(including electronic/vaping type cigarettes) is not permitted within 15 feet of the flyball ring 
during competitions.  
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Temporary membership may be offered to guests, following approval by the BFA Committee. 
 

Explanation: Clean up existing rule as we offer multiple competition types. 
 

If Proposals 16 and 17 are both voted in then rule A.2.2 will read as follows: 
A.2.2 Membership 

Only BFA Members are allowed in the ring during the racing of sanctioned competitions.  
Temporary membership may be offered to guests, following approval by the BFA Committee. 
 

Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread and only comment at AGM 

was around wording being sanctioned instead of official.  Amendment made. 

A.2.2 Membership 

Only BFA Members are allowed in the ring during the racing of REMOVE: open and multi-breed 
ADD: sanctioned competitions.  
Amended proposal:  Vote on day for amendment Yes 99%, No 1% 

Proposal 18 

A.2.3.1 – Submitted by BFA Committee  
To be read in conjunction with Proposal 30 on rules A.3.12 and A.3.13 proposed by BFA 
Committee 

 

A.2.3.1 REMOVE: Dogs under the age of 18 months will not be allowed to compete at 
sanctioned Flyball events even if running in a team stated Not for Competition (NFC) ADD: Dogs 
are required to be over the age of 18 months to be allowed to compete at BFA sanctioned flyball 
events, even if running in a team that has Withdrawn From Competition (WFC). 
 

Explanation: Change of reference based on combining the rules for withdrawal from racing and 
going NFC. 
 

Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread and no comments made at 

AGM 

Proposal 19 

A.2.3.2 – Submitted by BFA Committee  
 

DELETE IN FULL: A.2.3.2 If a Starters Competition is run, dogs entered must be a minimum of 12 
months old. 
 

Explanation: There’s a separate starters Appendix which covers the rules for starters racing so 
this is a duplicate rule. 
Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread and no comments made at 

AGM 

Proposal 20 

A.2.7.1 – Submitted by Dave Anderson (BFA Number 5034) on behalf of the box working 
group 
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A.2.7.1 Flyball Boxes 

a. Each team shall supply its own Flyball box, which REMOVE: should be safe and fit for the 
purpose intended ADD: must meet the following: 

i. There must be no exposed sharp edges 

ii. The landing area must be protected by a layer of padding which should be complete and 
in good condition. Whilst holes made by a dog’s nails are to be expected, there should not 
be areas where the pedal is bald i.e. the plate is visible. 

iii. If the box has a fixed ball plate the gap between it and the pedal must be either covered 
or small enough to not allow a dog to trap a toe 

iv. The top of the box must be covered to enclose the box mechanisms.  Where the design of 
existing boxes makes it impossible to do this the mechanisms must be covered with 
protective padding 

v. There will be no addition, whether considered temporary or permanent, of any object 
attached to the front elevation of the box that could be considered a potential training aid 
or prop.  This does not include a band painted on the front elevation, providing the 
surface is considered flat following application. 

b. All boxes are to have a mechanical (not electrical) pedal release mechanism.  

c. The boxes may be painted or decorated as the team wishes.  

d. The ball, when released, must have a free unobstructed flight of not less than 24" from the box 
cup in a forward direction.  

e. REMOVE: Boxes shall not exceed 30” in width, 20” in height or 30" in depth. The dimensions 
do not include any platform the box loader uses to hold the box in place.  ADD: The landing area 
is the front elevation of the box, it includes the ball hole plate on fixed plate boxes.  The landing 
area of any box should not exceed 20” in height and 30” in width. Landing area height is the 
measurement from the highest point of the landing surface at a right angle to the floor.  This 
height includes the base of the box and any anti-slip plates used. Landing area width is 
measured at its widest point. 

f. REMOVE: Boxes should be constructed with the comfort and wellbeing of the dog in mind. 
Sharp edges should be avoided and adequate padding and protection should be used. ADD: The 
depth of the box shall not exceed 30”. The depth is measured from the leading edge of the 
landing area to the rear edge of the box. For the box loader, the base of the box can extend 
beyond the main body of the box by a further 6” to a maximum of 36”. 

ADD: g. The main body of the box must not be more than ¼” higher or wider than the landing 
area. 

 

Explanation: At present rule A.7.1 uses the subjective terms safe and fit for the purpose 
intended in section a. The proposed changes start to address some specific issues which will 
improve the safety of our boxes and reduce the risk of injury to our dogs. 
 

The additions to section e are to clarify which parts of the box are to be included in the 
measuring of the box and it adds a tolerance into the sizes. As the rule stood there was no 
guidance for head judges on where the measure was to be taken from and there was no  
Existing Rule. 
 

Discussion: On BFAMO thread and at AGM very similar.  Concerns re: limitation in depth of base of 

box, ?tipping/stability.  Discussion around protection around levers on top of boxes, such as 

Miller/Belgian. Visual training aids (e.g. paint on front of box) are acceptable, tape was discussed 
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but can get slippy if outside and gets wet.  QJ or HJ still have ability to address concerns about 

safety.  Clarified that these rules do not stop judges using their discretion if any concerns about 

safety/dog welfare.  Ribbed matting around holes mentioned but as yet there is no specific 

definition of what padding must be used.  Agreement to include levers in part iv, and also to 

remove restriction on base plate as mentioned in f.  Comments that much clearer guidance on box 

requirements.  CAD drawing has been changed to reflect change to no restriction on base plate.  

Judges Board will be able to offer guidance to judges if needed.  Acknowledgement and thanks to 

Ged from Geordies for providing the CAD drawings. 

A.2.7.1 Flyball Boxes 

a. Each team shall supply its own Flyball box, which REMOVE: should be safe and fit for the 
purpose intended ADD: must meet the following: 

i. There must be no exposed sharp edges 

ii. The landing area must be protected by a layer of padding which should be complete and 
in good condition. Whilst holes made by a dog’s nails are to be expected, there should not 
be areas where the pedal is bald i.e. the plate is visible. 

iii. If the box has a fixed ball plate the gap between it and the pedal must be either covered 
or small enough to not allow a dog to trap a toe 

iv. The top of the box must be covered to enclose the box mechanisms.  Where the design of 
existing boxes makes it impossible to do this the mechanisms (including levers) must be 
covered with protective padding 

v. There will be no addition, whether considered temporary or permanent, of any object 
attached to the front elevation of the box that could be considered a potential training aid 
or prop.  This does not include a band painted on the front elevation, providing the 
surface is considered flat following application. 

b. All boxes are to have a mechanical (not electrical) pedal release mechanism.  

c. The boxes may be painted or decorated as the team wishes.  

d. The ball, when released, must have a free unobstructed flight of not less than 24" from the box 
cup in a forward direction.  

e. REMOVE: Boxes shall not exceed 30” in width, 20” in height or 30" in depth. The dimensions 
do not include any platform the box loader uses to hold the box in place.  ADD: The landing area 
is the front elevation of the box, it includes the ball hole plate on fixed plate boxes.  The landing 
area of any box should not exceed 20” in height and 30” in width. Landing area height is the 
measurement from the highest point of the landing surface at a right angle to the floor.  This 
height includes the base of the box and any anti-slip plates used. Landing area width is 
measured at its widest point. 

f. REMOVE: Boxes should be constructed with the comfort and wellbeing of the dog in mind. 
Sharp edges should be avoided and adequate padding and protection should be used. ADD: The 
depth of the box shall not exceed 30”. The depth is measured from the leading edge of the 
landing area to the rear edge of the box. For the box loader, the base of the box can extend 
beyond the main body of the box.  

ADD: g. The main body of the box must not be more than ¼” higher or wider than the landing 
area. 

Amended proposal:  Vote on day for amendment Yes 97%, No 3% 

Proposal 21 

A.2.7.2 – Submitted by Reece Marsland (BFA Number 3940) 
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A.2.7.2 Balls 
Each team shall have its own supply of REMOVE: un-punctured, tennis balls (any colour – that 
should easily be distinguishable when being carried by a dog, to a judge officiating a race) 
Subject to the size and comfort of the dog, other tennis-type smaller approved balls may be 
used ADD: balls that bounce and roll. The balls can be any colour that can easily be 
distinguishable when being carried by a dog, to a judge officiating a race. Balls must not contain 
any noise making items such as a squeaker. The ball must travel 24” when fired by the box.. 
 

Explanation: Allowing different ball types: Reducing the training barrier for some breeds - e.g. a 
rabbit ball, rubber ball. As long as it fires the same distance then why does it matter as long as 
it’s safe to use (Head Judge decision - they already have this issue to watch out for - in current 
rules we could use small balls for large breeds which is obviously a choking hazard). 
 

Discussion on BFAMO:  Safety of any non standard ball was raised and whose responsibility it was 

to determine whether a ball is actually safe or not remains unanswered.  How would testing of 

balls take place, a lot of time pressure on HJ before racing takes place.  Distraction was by far the 

biggest issue of concern and came it time and again, especially if rabbit balls or fur balls were 

used, encouraging other dogs to chase and crate issues at both box end and in run back area.  

People were worried that racing conditions would start to diverge as all dogs not racing using 

roughly the same balls.  Possible amendment is that any non standard ball requires approval by JB 

prior to use in Competition. 

Discussion at AGM:  similar discussion to that above regarding concerns about use of certain balls 

(rabbit balls and possibility of interference, hard rubber balls and safety issues) but at present 

these could be used as a reward by handlers and no restriction on this.  Discussion about 

differences in distance fired, rolled, bounced and this will increase if more different types of balls 

introduced.  Already some differences with low pressure tennis balls and mini tennis balls.  

Consideration given to whether all types of balls needed checking in box etc by HJ prior to racing.  

Reece happy to amend proposal to give power to Committee/Judges Board to approve balls in 

advance.  Balls would need to approved with some planning, teams cannot be expected to turn up 

to a tournament with a different ball and expect to use it, a request should be made to the 

committee 

 

A.2.7.2 Balls 
Each team shall have its own supply of REMOVE: un-punctured, tennis balls (any colour – that 
should easily be distinguishable when being carried by a dog, to a judge officiating a race) 
Subject to the size and comfort of the dog, other tennis-type smaller approved balls may be 
used ADD: committee approved balls that bounce and roll. The balls can be any colour that can 
easily be distinguishable when being carried by a dog, to a judge officiating a race. Balls must 
not contain any noise making items such as a squeaker. The ball must travel 24” when fired by 
the box. 
Amended proposal:  Vote on day for amendment Yes 77%, No 23% 

Proposal 22 

A.2.10 – Submitted by BFA Committee 

A.2.10 Record Times 
REMOVE: British record breaking times for both Open and Multi-breed Sanctioned Tournaments 
must be recorded on the appropriate form and verified by a BFA Head judge and a committee 
member or their representative, (i.e. the tournament organiser or another head judge), if a 
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committee member is not present. The following must be checked and verified: Lane length, 
jump height, and placement, box function and placement, function and alignment of timing 
equipment. The measurement of the height dog must be verified by checking the current Dog 
Height Master List that is held by the Tournament organiser if the dog is not on the Dog Height 
Master List then the dog shall be measured unless it has been measured that day and recorded 
on Jump height form C9. Times recorded at a BFA sanctioned tournament on approved BFA 
timing equipment will be recognised as a record breaking time. 

ADD: Only times recorded at a BFA sanctioned tournament using BFA sanctioned EJS will be 
officially recognised as a record-breaking time. If a team records what could be a BFA record the 
Divisional Judge is to immediately cease racing, ensure nothing in the racing lane is touched, 
including the EJS, and call the supervising Head Judge. The supervising Head Judge is, with one 
other independent member (another Head Judge, Committee Member or Qualified Judge, in 
that order of preference) is to satisfy themselves that the record has been set in accordance 
with the BFA Constitution and Rules of Flyball Racing. The following checks are mandated before 
a Head Judge can certify that a BFA record has been set: the lane measurements and layout are 
correct, the jump heights of all 4 jumps are set to the correct height as indicated by the C2, the 
flyball box positioning and functioning is correct (ALL holes are to be checked, each one 4 times), 
the alignment and placing of the EJS sensors. Once happy that the lane, jumps and box are 
correct the Head Judge may award the record and complete a C4 (Record Time Form). 
Additional checks will be undertaken by the Committee before a record is officially sanctioned 
by the BFA (the Committee will check; dog height in accordance with C9 or master height card 
list; age of competing dogs; all handlers are active BFA members; dogs are registered to a BFA 
member). 

Purpose: Current rule is out-of-date with regard to height measurements. The current rule also 
means that should a dog accidentally knock a jump out of position, or over, the record would 
not be valid. It also places too much pressure on the Head Judge at the time the record is set, 
with the amendment placing some onus on the Committee to conduct the extra checks and 
validate the record. The proposed amendment more accurately reflects that immediate checks 
which should be required to provisionally award a new record, with final validation by the 
Committee after membership records had been checked. 

Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread. 

At AGM questions asked why committee member preferred to QJ to be second check for record 

times.  Discussed that committee members all host at least two tournaments annually (Champs) 

so have experience of hosting and ring set up etc, also ordinarily more experienced than some QJs.  

Committee members are very familiar with the rules due to their ongoing review of them. 

 

A3 Rules of Racing 
 

Proposal 23 

A.3.5.2 – Submitted by BFA Judges Board 
 

A.3.5.2 Broken Boards – REMOVE: The heat shall not be stopped for broken boards, unless, in 
the opinion of the Division Judge the dog(s) may be subject to injury. If the Division Judge stops 
the heat to prevent a possible injury, it is to be restarted. ADD: The heat may be stopped for 
broken boards or knocked down jumps if, in the opinion of the Divisional Judge, the dog(s) may 
be subject to injury.  If the Divisional Judge stops the heat to prevent a possible injury, the heat 
is to be restarted. 
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Explanation: To clarify that the heat should be restarted where there is any chance of injury to 

the dog, including from knocked down jumps. 

 

Discussion: discussion on BFAMO was around whether a race should be stopped regardless but 

Judges Board feel this should be judges discretion.  If 4th dog returning then no need to stop race 

for knocked down jump.  Comment made about top slat bowing out and judge can’t always see – 

in this case ring party should be alerting judge. 

 

Proposal 24 

A.3.8.1 – Submitted by Kim Sermon (BFA Number 2306) 
 

A.3.8.1 Interference 
Interference - Interference is defined as obstructing the other team’s dog from 
running/completing it’s race. This includes interference in the racing lane, in all bound areas 

and in the area where dogs are waiting to run. A dog chasing a loose ball into the other team’s 

area is not necessarily interference if it does not impede the opposing team from racing. The 

team causing an interference will forfeit the heat. REMOVE: The interference ADD: Any 
interference, including during warm up, will be noted against the offending dogs’ details on the 
C2 form by the divisional judge, including a description of the incident. If a dog interferes with 
the opposing team more than twice during a Sanctioned Tournament the team must not run 
that dog until the opposing team have fully completed their heat. This will apply for the 
remainder of the Tournament. If a dog continually interferes with opposing Teams, it is at the 
Divisional Judge’s discretion that it may be excluded from racing and the Team be allowed to 
use a reserve if one is recorded on their Time Sheet. 
 

Explanation: Interference during warm up should be treated as seriously as the racing. Dogs 

should be under control at all times in the sanctioned ring.  I believe after seeing several 

incidences over the last year that a dog who is repeatedly interfering in warm ups have then 

gone on to interfere in the race.  A dog interfering in warm up is no less dangerous than a dog 

interfering in a race. 

 

Discussion: All comments had been in support of this proposal on BFAMO discussion .  At AGM 

comments made about ring party needing to change as QJ and ring party will need to be watching 

all warm-up, need to ensure ring party in ring before warm-up starts.  Teams who are being 

exuberant with a tuggy in one lane may cause a distraction to opposition team.  Clarification that 

intent of dog is to be recorded.  C2 will have key to new categorisation of interference (this had 

been discussed within the committee and at judges seminars but not implemented before 

lockdown)  Intention is for any instances to be documented in main box on C2.  Comments made 

that warm up can be confusing for teams with dogs/handlers entering the ring from all different 

directions and dogs grouped in box area 

 

Proposal 25 

 

A.3.8.2 – Submitted by Janet Anderson (BFA Number 5035) 
 

A.3.8.2 Distraction 
Team members shall not distract the opposing team by bouncing a ball, using a Flyball box at 
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the end of the run, or by any other means including throwing any object for their dogs (e.g. toys, 
treats or motivators).  The first offence of distraction shall receive a warning - a second offence 
or any offence thereafter during the race will result in the loss of the heat at the Divisional 
Judge's discretion.  Team members are required to pick up any loose balls at the end of each 
heat. ADD: Treats must be kept in a closed container in the ring and must be given, not dropped, 
beyond the 50ft line in the run back area. The Divisional Judge has the discretion to indicate a 
suitable area less than 50ft from the start/finish gate in the event of a short run back area. 
 

Explanation: Incidents of treats being dropped in the arena both at the box end during warm 

ups and in the racing lane is increasing. I have even seen handlers throwing treats on the ground 

at the end of the run. This is a distraction to both scent driven dogs and other dogs that are 

rewarded by the giving of the treat. One team or handler's carelessness can have an impact on a 

team using that lane later in the day, not just on their direct opponents in a race, so the 

distraction rule in its current form does not help this situation as we have no way of knowing 

which team was responsible. Limiting the areas in which treats can be given to a dog whilst in 

the arena should hopefully reduce instances of treats left in the lane or run back. 

 

Discussion on BFAMO was most commented upon proposal – general consensus that ca20reless 

use of treats is an issue.  Concerns of people using treats in warm up at box and issues with safety 

is unable to do so, mobility issues of members not being able to get back to 50 foot line.  May 

reduce control of dog if too far from dog.  Would need to be adjusted for those with mobility 

issues. 

AGM discussion – proposer had already considered an amendment to change closed container to 

secure container and given, not dropped, beyond the judges stand or at the side of the ring in the 

run back.  Further discussion around where judges stand goes as no specific distance in rules and 

teams could move this forward so changed to 25 foot.  Questions around whether treats can be 

used at box to reward in warm up from several members.  Discussion about forfeit of legs and ring 

party needing to be alert to use of treats as often not discovered until next race, as per Euros the 

forfeit would be the next leg the team would be due to race, so whether current race or next one.  

One of the main problems is treats being dropped as handlers runs down jumps.  One amendment 

made but still unclear to may so after proposal 33 the second amendment (below) was put to 

present membership which included use of treats in box area as long as given to dog by hand and 

not dropped. 

Amendment by proposer: 

A.3.8.2 Distraction 
Team members shall not distract the opposing team by bouncing a ball, using a Flyball box at 
the end of the run, or by any other means including throwing any object for their dogs (e.g. toys, 
treats or motivators).  The first offence of distraction shall receive a warning - a second offence 
or any offence thereafter during the race will result in the loss of the heat at the Divisional 
Judge's discretion.  Team members are required to pick up any loose balls at the end of each 
heat. ADD: Treats must be kept in a secure container in the ring. Dogs may be treated at the 
box during warm up from your hand, not dropped.  During racing treats shall only be given 
behind the 25 foot mark in the run back area, from your hand not dropped on the floor.  If 
using treats and they are dropped on the floor before the 25 foot mark, including the box area 
and racing lane, the team shall be given a warning.  Further offences from the same team and 
the team shall forfeit the next heat(s).  
 
Amended proposal:  Vote on day for amendment Yes 92%, No 8% 
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Proposal 26 

A.3.9 – Submitted by Sian Turner-Gilbert (BFA Number 9581) 
 

A.3.9 Boxloader – REMOVE: Except during the warm up, to load the box, to retrieve a loose ball 
or get a fresh supply of balls to load, ADD: During the warm up, the box loader must remain on 
the box, but may use their hands to encourage the dogs in any way that they see fit. The box 
loader must remain in the upright position behind the box with hands behind their back. ADD: 
During live racing of dogs (live racing is defined by the start of the light sequence until the 
divisional judge blows their whistle to signify the outcome of the heat), unless in the process of 
loading a ball into the box in between individual dog runs. The box loader may offer verbal 
encouragement only, as long as such encouragement does not distract the opposing team. 
REMOVE: the boxloader is to remain in position until the divisional judge determines the 
outcome of the heat. ADD: At the end of the warm up and at the end of each heat, the box 
loader can collect any loose balls and get a fresh supply of balls to load. If, in the Divisional 
Judge’s opinion, a box loader has violated any of these rules, their team may forfeit the heat. If, 
in the opinion of the Divisional Judge, a box loader assists a dog, except where provided for in 
the rules, the dog shall run again. 
 

Explanation: There is ambiguity in the wording, understanding and interpretation of the rule. 
When the boxloader is not on the box when the dog hits/turns on it, there is an increased risk of 
injury due to the movement of the box. I have known of multiple dogs that have sustained 
injuries to their shoulders and/or groins due to hitting/turning on the box without a boxloader 
on it. I have also seen boxloaders come off the box during racing to collect balls whilst a dog has 
hit/turned on it. 
 

Discussion: no comments had been made on BFAMO discussion thread. 

At AGM:  Comments about if boxloader runs out of balls are they able to get more during heat.  

Can loose balls be retrieved during a heat?  See that proposal is about safety and that boxloader 

should be on box when dog turning on box.  Discussion with proposer about amendments to allow 

loose balls to be retrieved if safe to do so. 

Amendment agreed by proposer: 

A.3.9 Boxloader – REMOVE: Except during the warm up, to load the box, to retrieve a loose ball 
or get a fresh supply of balls to load, ADD: During the warm up, the box loader must remain on 
the box whilst dogs are turning on the box.  Boxloaders may use their hands to encourage the 
dogs in any way that they see fit. The box loader must remain in the upright position behind the 
box with hands behind their back. ADD: during live racing of dogs (live racing is defined by the 
start of the light sequence until the divisional judge blows their whistle to signify the outcome of 
the heat), unless in the process of loading a ball into the box in between individual dog runs. The 
boxloader may leave the box to retrieve balls if it is safe to do so.  The box loader may offer 
verbal encouragement only, as long as such encouragement does not distract the opposing 
team. REMOVE: the boxloader is to remain in position until the divisional judge determines the 
outcome of the heat. ADD: At the end of the warm up and at the end of each heat, the box 
loader can collect any loose balls and get a fresh supply of balls to load. If, in the Divisional 
Judge’s opinion, a box loader has violated any of these rules, their team may forfeit the heat. If, 
in the opinion of the Divisional Judge, a box loader assists a dog, except where provided for in 
the rules, the dog shall run again. 
Amended proposal:  Vote on day for amendment Yes 95%, No 5% 
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Proposal 27 

A.3.10 – Submitted by Rachel Short (BFA Number 3267) and Craig Burrows (BFA Number 
2190) 
The impact of Proposals 28, 29 and 30 relating to rules A.3.10 and A.3.13 should also be 
considered. 
 

A.3.10 The Finish – The first team to have all four dogs successfully complete a run wins the 
heat. The finish shall be when the last of the four dogs reaches the finish line with any part of its 
body and the Divisional Judge has declared the winner of the heat. A Heat may be won due to 
default by the opposing team according to the rules of racing. A Judge at his discretion can stop 
a race to allocate a win to a team that has not completed a heat. A loss for both teams may be 
recorded. BO times will not be used for team placing’s in the event of a tie. In the event of 3 
BO's all earlier races for that team will be recorded as losses and wins will be recorded for their 
opponents. ADD: If a situation arises where two secondary teams from the same primary team 
are drawn to race each other and declare that they are unable to do so, a loss shall be recorded 
for both teams for that race. Both teams must still run four dogs each, though this can be 
separately and for a minimum of 3 heats. Teams that run less than four dogs in this scenario will 
be considered withdrawn from racing. 
 

Explanation: Flyball is a race and teams should race wherever possible. Teams should not be 

able to decide the winner of a race as this could affect the result of a division. This should not 

happen in any division and certainly not at a Championship. 

 

Discussion: Discussion on BFAMO thread around whether it is fair for teams to take a loss-loss 

when they can’t race each other due to dog welfare etc.  Current rule actually means that if one 

team didn’t race they have withdrawn from racing.  This has been Judges Board guidance for last 3 

years.  Recent polls on judges page had judges in favour of 42 to 1 of this proposal.  Concerns that 

it reduces a team’s chance of winning the division are not proven as teams can win a division with 

4 wins if they have beaten every other team in the division.  If teams unable to race each other 

consider contacting TO prior to tournament and asking not to be in same division.  Teams 

shouldn’t be able to decide who wins and ultimately affect the outcome of a division.    Discussion 

about what would happen in DE and the current rule would mean a team would have to withdraw 

if doesn’t race, giving, in essence, two teams a straight win with no race to progress.  Reminder 

that this is a binary choice between this proposal and the current rule which is that if a team does 

not race when scheduled to do so they have withdrawn from racing. 

At AGM: similar discussions.  Mention of if green dog in team and had to hold back this would 

mean a team is choosing a winner.  Usually teams who put a green dog in are more concerned 

about the dog doing it correctly than winning so a different scenario, also both teams are in the 

ring so racing each other.  Comparisons made to races against empty lanes and NFC as these aren’t 

races but these are not under the control of an individual team.  A member clarified that against 

NFC/empty the lane the difference is that the team “racing” turns up for its race so can win.  A 

team which does not enter the ring cannot win.  DE questions raised again and discussed that if 

the rule was passed then this would be discussed by the committee prior to any DE competitions 

so a plan is decided upon in advance.  At this years Championships in top 3 divisions of both there 

were no situations where teams could not race each other.  Discussion about whether the 

previous suggestion of each team running 3 heats separately and deciding a winner based on 

times etc would be considered by the proposers but dismissed because as soon as one team has 
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entered the ring the other has withdrawn by not being present.  Present members were advised 

that this has been proposed as it has been guidance and generally followed for last 3 years. 

Proposal 28 

A.3.10, A.3.11 and A.3.12 – Submitted by BFA Judges Board 

The impact of Proposals 27, 29 and 30 relating to rules A.3.10, A.3.11 and A.3.12 should also be 
considered. 
 

A.3.10 The Finish - The first team to have all four dogs successfully complete a run wins the 
heat. The finish shall be when the last of the four dogs reaches the finish line with any part of its 
body and the Divisional Judge has declared the winner of the heat. A Heat may be won due to 
default by the opposing team according to the rules of racing. A Judge at his discretion can stop 
a race to allocate a win to a team that has not completed a heat. A loss for both teams may be 
recorded. BO times will not be used for team placing’s in the event of a tie. In the event of 3 
BO's REMOVE: all earlier races for that team will be recorded as losses and wins will be recorded 
for their opponents ADD: or a team going NFC, all earlier heats for that team will be recorded as 
losses and wins will be recorded for their opponents, where the opponent has completed the 
heat. 

A.3.11 Break outs - With the exception of division 1, a team running more than ½ second faster 
than its declared submitted time will be declared the loser of that heat. 

Division Break-out – with the exception of division 1, a team running more than ½ second faster 
than the time of the top team in a division (whether seeded time or declared time) shall be the 
loser of that heat. If both teams ‘breakout’ in a heat or one team ‘breaks-out’ and the other fail 
to finish, both will be declared losers. A team that ‘breaks-out’ three times in a tournament will 
be ineligible for any placement in that tournament. If the electronic system fails, this rule will 
not apply. Break out times are to be recorded on the time sheets. NOTE: This rule applies to all 
Teams entered. The team may continue to race but all previous wins will convert to losses (and 
wins will be recorded for their opponents) on all racing paperwork and the team will therefore 
lose their placing for the day although their fastest time will be used, if appropriate, for a new 
seed time. BO times will not be used for team placings in the event of a tie. In the event of 3 
break outs, all earlier REMOVE: races for that team will be recorded as losses and wins will be 
recorded for their opponents ADD heats for that team will be recorded as losses and wins will 
be recorded for their opponents, where that opponent has completed the heat. 

Flyball is a sport of racing where good sportsmanship is paramount. It is unsporting for a team 
to deliberately hold back (either on starts or crosses) in order to gain points or division placing. 
Where a team is seen by the Divisional Judge or their ring party to be holding back on the start 
or crosses, the Divisional Judge may consider whether the team would have broken out if they 
had not held back, If so the team will, at first, be warned by the Divisional Judge and the 
tournament Head Judge shall be informed. Teams should endeavour to run all 4 dogs. However 
if the other team have completed and has clearly won and there is for example an older dog or 
one returning from injury that has a light, the Divisional Judge may accept a non-completion 
provided they have been informed of the possibility before their first race. Any team that has a 
legitimate reason (i.e. nervous dogs, novice dogs, and inexperienced handler) for ‘slack’ starts or 
changeovers or for any other reason shall inform the Divisional Judge when entering the ring for 
their first race.  

Should the practice persist; at the discretion of the Divisional Judge and Head Judge, the team 
may be disqualified. (Should the tournament Head Judge be involved in the race an alternative 
Head Judge, if available, or, if not a Qualified Judge will act as adjudicator). Upon disqualification 
the team will lose all points, any wins will convert to losses on all racing paperwork and the 
team will therefore lose their placing for the day. Disqualified teams will no longer be permitted 
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to race and their fastest time will NOT be recorded for seed lists. If the electronic system fails, 
this rule will not apply. REMOVE: NOTE: This rule applies to all teams entered. Break out times 
are to be recorded on the time sheets. 

A.3.12 NFC – Not for competition 
If a team introduces training aids (e.g. jump wings) during the course of a heat, they shall be 
declared ‘not for competition’ – NFC. Team members may, in consultation with the Divisional 
Judge and having declared themselves as NFC, be allowed in the racing lane to assist with 
training aids or become static training aids, however the opposing racing team can object to the 
Divisional Judge if they consider this to be too much of a distraction. NFC team members will 
refrain from running or walking up and down the racing lane during a race. The NFC team will 
continue to run but all their races will be recorded as lost. All earlier races for that team will be 
recorded as losses and wins will be recorded for their opponents ADD: where that opponent has 
completed the heat. Their Time Sheet will be noted accordingly. 

Purpose: The current rules appear to contradict each other in places and cause confusion 
amongst Judges and competitors regarding when a loss-loss result is appropriate. Furthermore, 
some competitors feel that teams can gain an advantage when racing a team that has gone NFC 
or a team that has already broken out 3 times as there is no current requirement for all four 
dogs to complete in order to win a leg against such teams (compared to those who had to race 
them earlier in the day before they were NFC or before they broke out 3 times). The new rule 
therefore brings in the requirement of completing a leg in order to win a race, including on a 
look back at prior races. Teams therefore need to get into the mentality of completing at least 
one leg per race in case the result of that race is overturned later in the day.  

Wording of note on break out rule is duplicated unnecessarily so the duplicate has been 

removed. 

 

Discussion: Comments on BFAMO thread questioned whether this would encourage teams to re-

run early fault lights to get a time.  Concern about fairness should a team go NFC after already 

racing some teams and those teams did not have the advantage of knowing they would need a 

time for one leg, thus encouraging teams to run faults just in case they need a time. 

AGM:  Stems from queries to Judges Board about when a loss-loss should be awarded, when a NT 

win can be awarded etc.  Some confliction in the rules so this is to clarify when a team can win 

against.  Clarification that a team must get a time to be awarded a win against an NFC or 

withdrawn team (this would also include an AVG 5 INT as team not given opportunity to complete 

due to interference).  No other questions. 

Proposal 29 

A.3.10, A.3.11, B.3.2.8 – Submitted by BFA Committee 

The impact of Proposals 27 and 28 relating to rules A.3.10 and A.3.11 should also be considered. 
 

A.3.10 The Finish - The first team to have all four dogs successfully complete a run wins the 
heat. The finish shall be when the last of the four dogs reaches the finish line with any part of its 
body and the Divisional Judge has declared the winner of the heat. A Heat may be won due to 
default by the opposing team according to the rules of racing. A Judge at his discretion can stop 
a race to allocate a win to a team that has not completed a heat. A loss for both teams may be 
recorded. BO times will not be used for team placing’s in the event of a tie. In the event of 
REMOVE: 3 ADD: 2 BO's all earlier races for that team will be recorded as losses and wins will be 
recorded for their opponents. 
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A.3.11 Break outs - With the exception of division 1, a team running more than REMOVE: ½ 
ADD: 1/4 second faster than its declared submitted time will be declared the loser of that heat.  

Division Break-out – with the exception of division 1, a team running more than REMOVE: ½ 
ADD: 1/4 second faster than the time of the top team in a division (whether seeded time or 
declared time) shall be the loser of that heat.  If both teams ‘breakout’ in a heat or one team 
‘breaks-out’ and the other fail to finish, both will be declared losers. A team that ‘breaks-out’ 
REMOVE: three times ADD: twice in a tournament will be ineligible for any placement in that 
tournament. If the REMOVE: electronic system ADD: EJS fails, this rule will not apply.  

Break out times are to be recorded on the time sheets.  

NOTE: This rule applies to all Teams entered. The team may continue to race but all previous 
wins will convert to losses (and wins will be recorded for their opponents) on all racing 
paperwork and the team will therefore lose their placing for the day although their fastest time 
will be used, if appropriate, for a new seed time. BO times will not be used for team placings in 
the event of a tie.  In the event of REMOVE: 3 ADD: 2 break outs, all earlier races for that team 
will be recorded as losses and wins will be recorded for their opponents.  

Flyball is a sport of racing where good sportsmanship is paramount. It is unsporting for a team 
to deliberately hold back (either on starts or crosses) in order to gain points or division placing. 
Where a team is seen by the Divisional Judge or their ring party to be holding back on the start 
or crosses, the Divisional Judge may consider whether the team would have broken out if they 
had not held back, If so the team will, at first, be warned by the Divisional Judge and the 
tournament Head Judge shall be informed. Teams should endeavour to run all 4 dogs. However 
if the other team have completed and has clearly won and there is for example an older dog or 
one returning from injury that has a light, the Divisional Judge may accept a non-completion 
provided they have been informed of the possibility before their first race. Any team that has a 
legitimate reason (i.e. nervous dogs, novice dogs, and inexperienced handler) for ‘slack’ starts or 
changeovers or for any other reason shall inform the Divisional Judge when entering the ring for 
their first race.  

Should the practice persist; at the discretion of the Divisional Judge and Head Judge, the team 
may be disqualified. (Should the tournament Head Judge be involved in the race an alternative 
Head Judge, if available, or, if not a Qualified Judge will act as adjudicator). Upon disqualification 
the team will lose all points, any wins will convert to losses on all racing paperwork and the 
team will therefore lose their placing for the day. Disqualified teams will no longer be permitted 
to race and their fastest time will NOT be recorded for seed lists. If the electronic system fails, 
this rule will not apply. REMOVE: NOTE: This rule applies to all teams entered. Break out times 
are to be recorded on the time sheets. 

B.3.2.8 A loss for both teams shall be recorded in the following circumstances. 
a. An NFC team running against a team presenting with less than 4 dogs (i.e. due to injury or 
other exceptional circumstances 
b. A team that has already broken out REMOVE: 3 ADD: 2 times racing against an NFC team 
c. A team that breaks out (single heat) racing against an NFC team. 
d. When both teams break out 
e. When both teams choose not to rerun a dog in order to finish the race 
f. In circumstances a and b only three heats will be run. Circumstances c, d and e will count as 
one leg raced and may result in only three heats being run 

Explanation: It is recognised that early in the season teams are bedding in and dogs improving 
and teams breaking out is to be expected. However, it is still very clear that many teams are still 
trying to play the system and gain as much advantage as they can to win a rosette which is both 
unfair and introduces ill feeling into our sport which we don’t want. This kind of ‘management’ 
is inconsistent with the BFA ethos. It is still far too easy to manage a 3 Strikes and you’re out 
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rule for BOs, reducing to 2 will help this. With over 450 different teams competing last year the 
racing is much closer than it ever has been and the 1/2 second stretch on BO is allowing far too 
much leeway for teams to win divisions without racing. With current technology, and common 
practices of tracking dog performance there is no reason why club captains should be getting 
their team times so badly wrong on a regular basis. Anyone unsure on how to manage team or 
declared times can get advice from more experienced flyballers, RRs or the Committee. 
It should be noted that over half the teams at the 2019 British Champs that won their division 
did so after having broken out or having gone significantly faster than their seed time and only 
being within a very small margin of BO. This is not fair on the other competitors and is not what 
the BFA is about. 
EJS is for consistency of language when referring to the timing system. 
 

Discussion:  BFAMO - questions about inconsistency in racing conditions outdoors, is there a 
statistical way to work out break out times so fair across the board but vary across divisions, 
change would have greater impact on slower divs where dogs tend to vary more in 
time.  Discussed this could be monitored and amended as necessary.  Can look at statistical 
analysis in due course. 
AGM: Example given of a relative percentage of breakout of 2% (16 secs =0.32, 20 secs = 0.4, 25 
secs = 0.5).  Can monitor this year and look at adjustment next year to a relative breakout.  
Question asking if we were aware of how many teams would have broken out at Champs based on 
this proposal – approx. 50% of teams broke out or ran within <10% 0f break out 
concerns about 0.25 second being inappropriate for teams running >20 seconds.  Asked if declared 
time was being changed to 0.25 of a second but that would be a different proposal.  Question 
posed about whether this could be 2 proposals to split the changes – this was discussed within the 
committee and decided that both aspects needed changing to have an impact. 
Again, comment made about different racing conditions dependent on weather etc but teams who 
regularly race outdoors don’t have huge variances on seed times. 
 

Proposal 30 

A.3.12 and A.3.13 – Submitted by BFA Committee 

The impact on Proposals 27 and 28 in relation to rules A.3.10 and A.3.12 should also be 
considered and all references in rules to NFC be amended to WFC should this proposal be 
successful. 
 

DELETE IN FULL: A.3.12 NFC – Not for competition 
If a team introduces training aids (e.g. jump wings) during the course of a heat, they shall be 
declared ‘not for competition’ – NFC. Team members may, in consultation with the Divisional 
Judge and having declared themselves as NFC, be allowed in the racing lane to assist with 
training aids or become static training aids, however the opposing racing team can object to the 
Divisional Judge if they consider this to be too much of a distraction. NFC team members will 
refrain from running or walking up and down the racing lane during a race. The NFC team will 
continue to run but all their races will be recorded as lost. All earlier races for that team will be 
recorded as losses and wins will be recorded for their opponents. Their Time Sheet will be noted 
accordingly. 

DELETE IN FULL: A.3.13 Withdrawal from racing 
13.1 Team captains have the right to withdraw their team(s) from racing for a lame dog or 
prevailing weather conditions not conducive to the running of a particular dog(s) in that team. 

13.2 As regards the prevailing weather conditions the Tournament Organiser and Tournament 
Head Judge shall be consulted in the first instance. 
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13.3 Team captains shall also notify the Tournament Organiser and the Divisional Judge of their 
intention to withdraw and for what reason, either before or during the Division in which their 
team is seeded. 

13.4 Once withdrawn from racing, if the team returns later in the day, all remaining races will be 
recorded as losses and No Time recorded on the C2 form. 

13.5 Points, placing and times are kept up to the point of withdrawal, as long as the team has 
not introduced training aids or declared themselves NFC and has followed the above process. 

ADD: A.3.12 Withdrawal From Competition (WFC) 
Following consultation with the Divisional Judge (DJ) a team may Withdraw From Competition 
(WFC) at any time. This means that the team will no longer compete in open racing and will not 
be required to race in any remaining open heats or alternatively allow for the use of training 
aids for the benefit and safety of a participating dog or dogs, in any remaining heats. If the 
withdrawal is due to concerns regarding the prevailing weather or ring conditions the Head 
Judge and Tournament Organiser should be consulted in the first instance, as additional 
mitigation measures may be instigated (i.e. change of lanes, reduced number of heats, lane 
covers). Once notified of a WFC the DJ is to inform the Tournament Organiser and inform each 
of the other competing team Captains, prior to any races they have with the WFC team.  

A WFC team may use any appropriate training aids whilst racing WFC, unless they interfere with 
or distract the open racing team in the other lane (DJ’s discretion). Team members for an WFC 
team may enter or be in the racing lane whilst racing as WFC, but only with prior agreement 
from the DJ and opposing team.  

Once a team has gone WFC, all heats and races will be recorded as losses. No points, results or 
times will be gained for any races run under WFC conditions. A team cannot re-enter open 
competition once it has declared a Withdrawal From Competition. Any points and times set 
from fully completed races under the rules of open racing prior to WFC will be retained. As a 
team declaring WFC during an ongoing competition will affect the fairness of the final Divisional 
result, all results (W or L) from a WFC team, withdrawing at any stage during the competition, 
will be voided and recorded as losses (this may result in other teams being awarded wins for 
races previously recorded as a loss and TOs should amend any paperwork accordingly). 

Explanation: Current rule for NFC states that in order to go NFC a team is actually required to 
introduce a training aid whilst the dogs are running. Which is just a little bonkers. It is also 
unclear why it is, after going NFC, that a team loses all points and times set that were 
legitimately earned prior to going NFC. Rule 12 and 13 are effectively about the same thing, 
withdrawal from open racing so this proposal combines the 2 rules. The proposed amendment 
makes it clearer how a withdrawal is managed by the team, the judge and the Tournament 
Organiser. 
 
Discussion: No comments made on BFAMO 
AGM:  Question about whether this proposal allows training aids in open racing but clarified that 
this is not the case.  Question about if a team withdraws due to injury but had completed some 
races do they lose all races? Clarified that withdrawn teams keep all points, wins, times etc up to 
point of withdrawal 

  
 

B Judging and Ring Party 
 

Proposal 31 

B.3.1.1 – Submitted by BFA Judges Board 
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B.3. Divisional Judge 

1. Qualifying process 

1.1 To become a Qualified Judge, individuals must: 
a. Be 18 Years of age 

b. Must be in good standing with the BFA for a minimum of 36 months. 
c. Pass a Novice Judge exam on the BFA Rules of Flyball Racing. Evidence of completion of the 
above criteria is to be recorded on the approved BFA Form. 
d. Have completed a minimum of 5 assignments as Line Judge, Box Judge and Scribe for a 
minimum of 12 races ADD: or a whole division, where the division consists of less than 12 races. 
Only one assignment of Box Judge, Line Judge and Scribe can be signed off by a judge from your 
own team. At least 2 of each assignment shall be directly supervised by a Head Judge or Judges’ 
Board Member. If a candidate is considered “Not Ready” for “Provisional Judge” status, further 
ring party assignments can be requested. 
e. Completed at least 10 Division Judge Assignments as a Provisional Judge and have a report 
completed by a supervising judge or Head Judge (at least 3 by a Head Judge), with a minimum of 
5 different judges providing reports. If a candidate is considered “Not Ready” for 
“Qualified  Judge” status, further provisional judging assignments can be requested. 
 

Explanation: Currently a provisional judge could complete a ring party assignment for the whole 
of a 5 team division but it would not count for their logbook as the division is only 10 races long. 

 
Discussion:  No comments made on BFAMO or at AGM 
 

C Measuring Process 

 
Proposal 32 

 

C.1.5 and C.2.1 – Submitted by Maxine Hurlstone (BFA Number 7443) 
 

C.1.5 Height measurements ADD: along with the dog's name, breed, primary team name, BFA 
number and the dog’s microchip number are to be recorded on BFA Form C.9 and signed by 
both officials who have measured the dog(s).  
 

C.2.1 All measuring shall be carried out using only BFA authorised equipment; laser device and 

measuring stick where the datum line is set at 24" ADD: and a microchip scanner. 
 

Explanation: Currently heights cards are issued but there is nothing linking the card, or the BFA 
number to the individual dog. If a dog seemed to be running at a lower height it could not be 
proved the dog is the dog named on the C2 or the C9. All dogs now need to be microchipped by 
law so all BFA dogs will have microchip numbers. The scanners simply display the microchip 
number/code and no personal data so this does not affect data protection laws. Scanners can be 
bought for £43.00. Each lights set includes the lights and measuring equipment so would need 
to include a scanner there is currently 5 BFA sets and 8 private sets so the cost of adding 
scanners would be £344.00. 
The C9 form would need to be adjusted to include a space for microchip numbers as would the 
data base and the height card master sheet. 
 
BFAMO discussion about implementation cost, privacy and data protection, increasing length of 
measuring process and changing forms.  Does the benefit justify the cost and effort of 
implementation? 
AGM – currently no way of linking actual dog to their height card.  £344 to buy all halo scanners 
(£43 each).  Petlog & Identichip confirmed to proposer that no details would be given based on 
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microchip number, owners name and dogs name, they would .  Proposer had already consider the 
introduction of a new form which was held by the HJ only so not publicly available.  No need for 
height cards to be altered as records can be crosschecked if needed. 
What if a dog has 2 microchips? – would need to scan and record both numbers. 
Is there a problem with dog substitution at measuring, is there evidence that this is an 
issue? Proposer feels there is a problem in that dogs are not directly linked to their BFA number 
and this would fill that gap. 
Discussion around who would keep scanners and suggested that this would be with 
lights/measuring equipment 
Concerns about being able to change ownership of a dog if microchip number, name and 
breed known (specifically in relation to Petlog) so data collection would have to be kept very 
securely. 
Queries about what happens if people don’t consent to providing their dog’s microchip number – 
as reassurance given that information won’t be public but if made part of measuring process and 
not followed then the dog wouldn’t be able to be a height dog.  Need to be careful we adhere to 
GDPR as although dog information is not covered under GDPR a microchip number links to 
owner’s information.  If height queried and dog not linked to microchip number then process for 
querying a height would need to be followed.  Process explained. 
What if chip can't be found? Would dog not be able to race?  Dogs would still be able to race but 
record made that chip unable to be scanned. 
Would this apply to all dogs on a C2 to prove they are the dogs racing if concerns about incorrect 
dogs being presented for measuring?  Possibly a thought for future. 
Comment that dog information not covered under data protection. 
Discussion about refusing consent for microchip details to be logged, why refuse when used by 
agility etc? 
All dogs who already have a height card would need to be scanned, but not remeasured. 
If a dog who already has a height card and has been racing and their owner refuses to provide chip 
details what will happen?  Can dog not race? 
Concern about how long a microchip number is and possibility of human error – suggestions to 
minimise would be double check by owner.  There are scanners available which can be linked 
directly to a computer so number can be exported automatically.  Future possibilities of linking 
everything to height database etc. 

  
Amendment to proposal due to comments made regarding privacy of data. 
 

C.1.5 Height measurements ADD: along with the dog's name, breed, primary team name and 
BFA number are to be recorded on BFA Form C.9 and signed by both officials who have 
measured the dog(s).  In addition to the above information, the dog’s microchip number shall 
also be recorded on BFA form C.10 and signed by both officials who have measured the 
dog(s). 
 

C.2.1 All measuring shall be carried out using only BFA authorised equipment; laser device and 

measuring stick where the datum line is set at 24" ADD: and a microchip scanner. 
Amended proposal:  Vote on day for amendment Yes 66%, No 34% 

NB: if this proposal is voted in, form C.10 subject to change after checking of historical forms 

 

E Points and Awards 
 

Proposal 33 

E.1.1 – Submitted by Trudy Boakes (BFA Number 3208) 
 

E.1. Dog points and awards 
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1.1 Each time a team races in a BFA sanctioned flyball tournament with a recorded time, each 
dog that contributed to the time will earn points towards a flyball title (Appendix 2). The teams 

must actually REMOVE: compete ADD: complete. The amount of points awarded will depend on 
the time gained, as follows: 
- Under 18 seconds = 30 points 

- Under 21 seconds = 25 points 

- Under 24 seconds = 20 points 

- Under 27 seconds = 15 points 

- Under 30 seconds = 10 points 

ADD: - 30 seconds and above = 5 points when the heat is run by 4 dogs without fault 
 
 
All team handlers and box loaders must be current members of the BFA. All dogs must be BFA 

registered, and registered to an owner/handler who is a current BFA member. Failure to comply 

will result in the loss of all points. 
NOTE: 'Fun' Events will not be subject to point allocation. 
 
 
Explanation: I believe that there should be a reward for all dogs who successfully complete a 
run regardless of how long it takes.  We have a team who run slower times and it is a bit soul 
destroying for them when they run without fault all day and only earn a handful of points as a 
lot of times they run over 30 seconds.  At one show they raced all day and gained a third place in 
their division but were only awarded 5 points for their whole days racing.  Every handler puts in 
the same amount of effort and costs to attend shows and yet those with slower dogs are not 
getting the same recognition. 
 
Discussion:  BFAMO - raised issues regarding accurate completion of C2 to record clean 
runs.  Suggestion that all points should be for clean runs, but this is not covered in this proposal 
AGM - Many questions to proposer about whether she would change to include points only 
allocated for clean legs throughout the points system, another suggestion about any team that 
runs over 30 secs regardless of re-runs to complete, adding 35 points for teams running under 16 
seconds.  Concerns about whether documenting clean legs would be done for those legs necessary 
- suggestion that ALL clean legs marked regardless of time then it becomes common place.  
Proposer very keen at the moment to award the slower dogs who run clean but happy for other 
potential proposers to submit their proposals next year. 
 
 
 
 
NB: It has been pointed out that throughout the rules the terms “heat” and “leg” are used 
interchangeably.  For consistency we will change all references of “leg” to “heat”. 

 
 
 
 


